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Abstract
We perform a global t to high energy precision electroweak data in a Higgs model
containing the usual isospin doublet plus a real isospin triplet. The analysis is
performed in terms of the oblique parameters S, T and U and we show that the
mass of the lightest Higgs boson can be as large as 2 TeV.
1 Introduction
With the high-energy measurements of electroweak (EW) observables by LEP and SLD
[1], an impressive level of precision has been achieved, in many cases to 0.1%. These
have conrmed the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg model of EW broken gauge symmetry
with great certainty. What remains is to discover the nature of the symmetry breaking.
If it is the Standard Model (SM) Higgs, i.e. a complex isospin doublet, the hard
empirical lower bound we have on its mass is the current 113 GeV from the LEP
search [1].
The other empirical bound on the SM Higgs is less direct. It involves constraining the
radiative corrections to EW observables already measured. One feature of the virtual
Higgs corrections is that, to a very good approximation, they are oblique, i.e. they
appear only in the corrections to propagators of the EW gauge bosons [2]. It happens
that the important eects can be summarised by two parameters, S and T [3], which
on the one hand can be calculated in the SM, and on the other hand tted globally to
all current precision data. Another important feature is that the dependence of S and
T on the SM Higgs mass mh is logarithmic. However, although the mh-dependence is
weak, one can nevertheless put an upper limit mh < 165 GeV at the 95% condence
level [1].
Such an upper limit on mh is necessarily model-dependent, in the sense that it applies
only to the minimal SM scenario. In this letter, we consider a Higgs model [4, 5] (TM)
with the SM complex doublet plus a real triplet of scalars. The physical spectrum
contains two extra states, namely another neutral k0 and a charged h. The model








where cW = cos W = g=
√
(g2 + g02) but by making the triplet vev small the relation
can be satised to within the experimental uncertainties.
In this small vev approximation, we shall show that the tree level corrections can be
absorbed into a shift in T which is of the correct sign to partially cancel the SM Higgs
contribution. We also compute the one-loop corrections where the two new particles
contribute directly to the oblique parameters: S and U are largely unaected whilst
T receives a correction depending on the ratio (∆m=mZ)
2
, where ∆m is the mass
splitting between the k0 and h. Like the tree-level correction, this is also of the
correct sign to partially cancel the SM Higgs contribution. We demonstrate that it is
consequently possible to relax the upper limit on mh to values as large as 2 TeV.
The discussion below is arranged as follows: Section 2 gives the Lagrangian for the
triplet model (TM) and a brief description of its spectrum; in Section 3 we dene the
parameters S, T and U then show how any given EW observable depends on them, and
give the result of their calculation in the SM and the TM; in Section 4 we compare




The Lagrangian for the model, containing one complex Higgs doublet and one real
triplet is
L(Φ; H) = (DΦ)y(DΦ) + 12(DH)y(DH) − V (Φ; H);
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In the above, i are the Pauli matrices and t = tan. H is even under charge
conjugation, i.e.


























Expanding about the vacuum by substituting eq. (3) into the Lagrangian, we can
analyse the mass spectrum. One nds two charged Higgs states. The rst, g, is
massless and is the Goldstone to be eaten by the W. The second we call h, having






















In the charge neutral sector we have a CP-odd massless state which is the Goldstone
g0 to be eaten by the Z0:
g0 = 0I : (10)
2
Finally, there are two CP-even states, called h0 and k0, having mass mh and mk














For simplicity, we shall only consider the case of zero mixing, γ = 0, leading to masses










The model has six parameters, 1;2 and 1;2;3;4, or alternatively v, , mc, mh, mk and
γ. However, since we assume zero mixing between the neutral CP even Higgses this
reduces to ve parameters because 3 = 24=t.









where c = cos . The expression for mZ is identical to the SM with just the doublet,











Thus s has to be less than a few percent in order to have a realistic phenomenology.
An important issue is that taking s ! 0, keeping all other parameters in the La-
grangian xed, is a decoupling limit such that all eects of the extra Higgs triplet on
EW observables become negligible. However, and as we shall soon show, it is quite
possible to have interesting phenomenology with small but non-zero .
3 Oblique Corrections
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where ∆Π(k) = Π(k)− Π(0). The functions Π(k) are the coecients of the metric in
the one-loop gauge boson inverse propagators:
Π(k) = g Π(k): (17)
3
Predictions for EW observables, which we write generically as O, can be written in
terms of S, T and U . If we are just considering the prediction of the SM, we can write
OSM(mh) = OSM(mrefh )
+  ASM ∆SSM(mh; m
ref
h )
+  BSM ∆TSM(mh; m
ref
h )
+  CSM ∆USM(mh; m
ref
h ): (18)
Here, OSM is the one-loop SM prediction for the observable, in terms of the input
parameters (0), mZ , G, mt, s(mZ) and ∆
(5)
had(mZ). The rst term on the r.h.s. is
the SM prediction evaluated at a xed reference Higgs mass, which is arbitrary. The
coecients ASM , BSM and CSM are process dependent but independent of the new
physics (which in this case is that of the Higgs). ∆SSM , ∆TSM and ∆USM are the
contributions to S, T and U after subtracting their value at the reference Higgs mass,
i.e. they are dened to vanish when mh = m
ref
h . In this way one can quantify the
eect of varying the Higgs mass on the observable simply in terms of ∆SSM , ∆TSM
and ∆USM .
If now we consider the prediction of the TM, some modications are required. In this
case a general observable (setting γ = 0) is written as follows:
OTM(mh; mk; mc; ) = OSM(mrefh )
+ ASM ( ∆SSM(mh; m
ref
h ) +  STM(mk; mc))
+ BSM ( ∆TSM(mh; m
ref
h ) +  TTM(mk; mc) + tree());
+ CSM ( ∆USM(mh; m
ref
h ) +  UTM(mk; mc)): (19)
Here we have extra contributions, denoted with TM in subscript, coming from the
extra k0 and h loops. Since we are taking 2 to be small, there are some simplica-
tions. To the accuracy we require, O(2) may be neglected, as may O(4). Therefore,
we may evaluate our one-loop corrections, themselves of O(), at  = 0, so that the
coecients of STM , TTM and UTM are the same as in the SM. The only -dependence
takes the form of O(2) corrections that occur at tree-level and these are contained
in the correction tree(). There appear to be two distinct types of contribution to
tree():
1. Direct tree-level corrections. In our case, only one observable, mW , has a direct
tree-level correction, as seen in eq.(15). This is because it is the only high-energy
EW observable we shall t to which involves the W boson at tree level.
2. Indirect tree-level corrections: All the EW observables (except mW as we have
just mentioned) can be written at tree-level in terms of , mZ and sW , none of
which depends directly on  in the TM. However, sW is constrained using the












All observables we consider receive an indirect shift whilst only the W mass picks up a
direct shift. However, since the shift is essentially oblique it can in all cases be absorbed
into a shift in T , as we anticipated in eq.(19). In particular it is straightforward to
show that, to leading order,
tree = 
2: (21)
For use later we dene
S = ∆SSM + STM
 T =  ∆TSM +  TTM + tree (22)
U = ∆USM + UTM
























































; mh < 2mZ√













































We do not show USM since is depends very weakly on mh.
The TM contributions, to leading order in , are (see Appendix)
























































Notice that the TM contribution to S is zero to this order. The TM contribution
to T is positive and, in the approximation of ∆m = mk −mc  mc, has the rough
power dependence shown above. U also vanishes when ∆m ! 0, and falls to zero at
5
mh


















Figure 1: Ellipse encloses the region allowed by data. Curves show results in the TM
for various values of  and various doublet Higgs masses. ∆m = 0 and U = 0 in this
plot.
large triplet masses. In particular, it has a negligible eect on all the results we shall
subsequently show provided mk; mc > 1 TeV.
We have thus shown that the TM generates a positive correction to T due both to
tree-level mixing and quantum loops. As we shall demonstrate in the next section,
this allows us to compensate for an increase in the doublet Higgs mass thus releasing
the SM upper bound.
We note that the quantum corrections are important for ∆m  mZ and that this is
possible provided 2  4, e.g. 4  , 3  1, 2  1=2 is a scenario which would
lead to triplet bosons of mass  v. In such cases, 2 is large and the Higgs sector would
become non-perturbative. More naturally, the triplet Higgs bosons are of mass  v=
and the mass splitting is much less than mZ . In this case, the principal contribution
will arise from the tree-level mixing.
4 Comparison with Data
Using the program ZFITTER [6] we compute a total of 13 standard observables
1
with
mrefh = 100 GeV, mt = 174:3 GeV, G = 1:6639  10−5 GeV2, mZ = 91:1875 GeV,
s =0.119 and ∆
(5)
had(mZ)= 0.02804. These results then determine the allowed region
in S − T parameter space. This is represented by the interior of the ellipse shown
in Figures 2 and 1. The ellipse corresponds to a total chi-squared of 26.3 for the
1




















Figure 2: Ellipse encloses the region allowed by data. Curves show results in the TM
for various mass splittings and various doublet Higgs masses.  and U are assumed to
be negligibly small in this plot.
17 measurements used. We have investigated variations in the ellipse as the input
parameters mt, s and ∆
(5)
had are varied within their errors: a smaller value of s =
0:117 is slightly favoured, varying mt (5:1 GeV) leads to a shift 0:05 in T , whilst
varying ∆
(5)
had (0:00065) leads to a shift of 0:05 in S.
In Figure 1 each line now shows the TM at a particular value of  for ∆m = 0 (which
turns o the quantum corrections) and mh varying from 200 GeV to 2 TeV. We see
that even in the absence of quantum corrections the TM is able to accommodate any
mh up to around 2 TeV and the mixing angle  cannot be much larger than 0.07.
In Figure 2 each line shows the TM result as mh is varied, as before, at xed ∆m. 
is assumed to be negligibly small in this plot (which turns o the tree-level correction
tree) and as a result the ∆m = 0 line is identical to that which would arise in the SM.
Clearly the quantum corrections contribute to T so as to allow any mh up to around
2 TeV and the mass splitting ∆m cannot be much larger than 125 GeV.
5 Conclusions
We have shown that it is quite natural in the triplet model for the lightest Higgs boson
to have mass as large as 1 TeV. Although quantum corrections could play an important
role in pushing up the Higgs mass we have shown that it is perhaps most natural to




Here we give a few details on the calculation of S, T and U in the triplet model.
Starting from their denitions in eq. (16) we can write them in terms of the standard
functions, A and B22 (up to order 
2
corrections):










































(k2 −m21 + i)((k − p)2 −m22 + i)
:
(29)
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